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Abstract

The Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer (JUICE) is a science mission led by the European Space Agency, being developed for launch in 2023.
The Ganymede Laser Altimeter (GALA) is an instrument onboard JUICE, whose main scientific goals are to understand ice tectonics
based on topographic data, the subsurface structure by measuring tidal response, and small-scale roughness and albedo of the surface. In
addition, from the perspective of astrobiology, it is imperative to study the subsurface ocean scientifically. The development of GALA
has proceeded through an international collaboration between Germany (the lead), Japan, Switzerland, and Spain. Within this frame-
work, the Japanese team (GALA-J) is responsible for developing three receiver modules: the Backend Optics (BEO), the Focal Plane
Assembly (FPA), and the Analog Electronics Module (AEM). Like the German team, GALA-J also developed software to simulate
the performance of the entire GALA system (performance model). In July 2020, the Proto-Flight Models of BEO, FPA, and AEM were
delivered from Japan to Germany. This paper presents an overview of JUICE/GALA and its scientific objectives and describes the
instrumentation, mainly focusing on Japan’s contribution.
� 2021 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

1.1. Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer (JUICE)

In previous exploration missions to Jupiter, the Galileo
spacecraft was the first to remain in the Jovian system to
conduct detailed observations (1995 – 2003) (Johnson
et al., 1992). One important piece of scientific knowledge
implied by this mission is that Jupiter’s icy Galilean moons
(i.e., Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto) may have a global
subsurface ocean (liquid hydrosphere) beneath their icy
crust (Kivelson, Khurana, and Volwerk 2002, Schubert
et al., 2004). Juno is currently making observations in the
Jovian system as well (Bolton et al., 2017). It has been
argued that the oceans may have played an important role
in the birth and evolution of life on Earth. However, the
Earth is currently the only celestial body where the exis-
tence of oceans has been confirmed. If the existence of an
ocean can be proven in the subsurface of an icy moon,
an environment that is completely different from Earth,
and the characteristics of that ocean can be clarified, it
would also be highly significant from the perspective of
astrobiology. It is expected to expand the image of oceans
Fig. 1. (Left) Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer (JUICE) and (Right) Ganymed
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in planetary systems that may provide habitable environ-
ments for life other than Earth.

The JUICE is a space mission for Jupiter, its satellites,
and magnetosphere. JUICE is led by ESA (Fig. 1) with
international collaboration from Japan and the United
States (Grasset et al., 2013). The primary goal of JUICE
is to explore Jupiter’s icy Galilean moons. JUICE will be
the first explorer to enter a circular orbit around the moon
of a planet other than the Earth’s Moon to make detailed
observations. In addition, it is the first Jovian system explo-
ration mission led by ESA. JUICE was selected as an L1
mission (the first large-class mission) by ESA’s Cosmic
Vision in 2012. JUICE will be equipped with 11 scientific
instruments.

JUICE will be launched by an Ariane 5 rocket from the
Guiana Space Center in 2023 and will swing-by the Earth,
Moon, and Venus before reaching the Jovian system in
2031. After this, JUICE will perform multiple flyby obser-
vations of Callisto and Europa and enter a polar orbit
around Ganymede in 2034. Then, JUICE will observe the
entire Ganymede sphere in detail from the orbit at a nom-
inal altitude of 500 km above the surface. The Jovian sys-
tem’s total observation period of JUICE is planned to be
e Laser Altimeter (GALA). Right figure from Hussmann et al. (2019).
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4 years and 5 months (if resources permit, the mission’s life
can be extended and observation at a 200 km altitude orbit
will be performed).
1.2. Ganymede Laser Altimeter (GALA)

The Ganymede Laser Altimeter (GALA) is one of the
scientific instruments mounted on JUICE (Hussmann
et al., 2019). The designed outlook of GALA is shown in
Fig. 1. The GALA team has set the following key scientific
objectives for GALA (Hussmann, 2019, Kimura et al.,
2019): (1) Understanding the ice tectonics based on topo-
graphic data, (2) Understanding the subsurface structure
through tidal response measurements, and (3) Understand-
ing the small-scale roughness and albedo of the surface.

The GALA, developed for the aforementioned scientific
objectives, is a single-beam single-detector laser altimeter.
Table 1 shows the major specifications of GALA. GALA’s
main function is to emit highly directional laser pulses
(start pulse; energy: 17 mJ, wavelength: 1064 nm, pulse
width: 2.9 ns, nominal/maximum frequency: 30 Hz/50 Hz)
from orbit onto the icy surface of the moon (nominal spot
diameter: �50 m, nominal spot interval: �50 m, see Fig. 2),
receive the reflected pulses (return pulse) at the receiving
telescope (25 cm diameter aperture), and measure the dis-
tance (carry out altimetry) from the time lag between the
start and return pulses to determine the altitude of the
point on the surface where the spot was emitted. At the
same time, information on the albedo, slope, and rough-
ness of the observation point can be obtained from the
return pulse intensity ratio to the start pulse and the broad-
ening of the pulse width.

Laser altimeters have been developed for planetary
exploration missions because of their unique and beneficial
features. For example, the Clementine Lidar (Smith et al.,
1997), Mars Global Surveyor/ Mars Orbiter Laser Altime-
ter, MGS/MOLA (Smith et al., 2001), NEAR-Shoemaker/
NEAR Laser Rangefinder, NLR Cheng et al., (2001) Mer-
cury Surface, Space Environment, Geochemistry, and
Ranging-Mercury Laser Altimeter, Messenger/MLA
Table 1
Main specifications of GALA.

Wavelength 1064.5 nm
Laser energy 17 mJ
Start pulse width 2.9 ns (1r)
Shot frequency 30 Hz/50 Hz (nominal/maximum)
Beam divergence 100 lrad (1/e2, full cone)
Spot size 50 m (1/e2, diameter, at an altitude of 500 km)
Spot interval 50 m (30 Hz, at an altitude of 500 km)
Telescope aperture 25 cm (diameter)
Field of view 580 lrad (full cone)
Detector Avalanche Photodiode (APD)
Digital filter Matched filter
Total mass 24 kg
Size 39 cm � 35 cm � 42 cm
Power consumption 51 W (at 30 Hz)
Altimetry accuracy 1 m (at points with good conditions)
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(Cavanaugh et al., 2007), KAGUYA/Laser Altimeter,
LALT (Araki et al., 2009), Chandrayaan/Lunar Laser-
Ranging Instrument, LLRI, (Kamalakar et al., 2009),
Hayabusa/Light Detection and Ranging, LIDAR
(Mizuno et al., 2010), Chang’E/Laser AltiMeter, LAM
(Huang, Ping, & Yan, 2010), Lunar Reconnaissance Orbi-
ter/Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter, LRO/LOLA (Smith
et al., 2017), Hayabusa2/Light Detection and Ranging,
LIDAR (Mizuno et al., 2017), Origins Spectral Interpreta-
tion Resource Identification Security-Regolith Explorer
(OSIRIS-REx) Laser Altimeter, OLA (Daly et al., 2017),
and BepiColombo Laser Altimeter, BELA (Thomas
et al., 2021).

GALA is a laser-ranging instrument (altimeter), like
BELA and LIDARs on Hayabusa1 and Hayabusa2, that
emits laser pulses to the target and measures the round-
trip time and distance for each pulse to the target. These
instruments comprise a laser head module, laser collimator
(telescope), receiving telescope for the returned pulses, and
detector and electronics for the returned pulse detection
and data processing, respectively. The range limit of the
laser altimeter is determined using the laser pulse energy,
beam spreading angle, aperture of the receiving telescope,
signal detectability of the detection module (detector and
electronics), and albedo/roughness of the target. The rang-
ing accuracy is determined by the timing accuracy of the
returned pulses. Topographic resolution is determined by
the repetition frequency of pulsed laser emission. The
LIDARs onboard Hayabusa1 and Hayabusa2 record the
returned pulse intensity as time-integrated energy equiva-
lent data in the detector. At the same time, BELA and
GALA enable more accurate ranging and simultaneous
measurement of albedo/roughness for each target laser
footprint by analyzing the time profile of each returned
pulse. Like other instruments mounted on JUICE, GALA
will also perform multiple flyby observations of Europa
and Callisto and continuously observe Ganymede from a
polar orbit at a nominal altitude of 500 km.

As a result, GALA will obtain three-dimensional topo-
graphic data and albedo properties across the entire surface
of Ganymede and data about time changes in large-scale
shapes and orbital motion (surface displacement, phase
lag, longitudinal libration; further details in Section 2.2
and Fig. 5). Furthermore, these data are thought to reflect
the presence or absence of a subsurface ocean and its char-
acteristics through the tidal effect (see Section 2 for the the-
oretical expectation values of these quantities).

The GALA is the first laser altimeter to be used on an
icy body. It is also the first instrument to take the approach
of inferring subsurface structures, such as the presence or
absence of subsurface oceans, by measuring large-scale
changes in the shape and orbital motion of a celestial body.

1.3. GALA as an international project

The development of GALA is based on an international
collaboration between Germany, Japan, Switzerland, and



Fig. 2. Approximate distribution of the GALA laser spots in a polar orbit at 500 km altitude shown as red lines and dots on a close-up image of the
Ganymede acquired by the Galileo spacecraft. The GALA’s trajectory-spacing changes with latitude and is approximately 11 km at 14� N. (The red lines
and dots show the approximate trajectory-spacing and the spot interval, respectively, but not the absolute position of them). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Spain, led by the German Aerospace Center (DLR)
(Fig. 3). Germany contributed to the laser systems and
Fig. 3. International work-sharing in GALA equipment development.
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associated electronics, the receiving telescope, key electron-
ics and assemblies, and the integration and verification of
the entire instrument. The DLR is further responsible for
scientific coordination and data analysis, data processing,
and archiving by the international GALA team. The Japa-
nese team (GALA-J) is responsible for three hardware
modules in the development of GALA: The Backend
Optics (BEO), the Focal Plane Assembly (FPA), including
the development of the Avalanche Photodiode (APD), and
the Analog Electronics Module (AEM). Switzerland and
Spain are responsible for the Range Finder Module
(RFM) and the Power Converter Module (PCM), respec-
tively. The components for which GALA-J is responsible
are located in the core of GALA and include highly sensi-
tive detectors. The development of these components is
complex, requiring interdependent optical, electronic, ther-
mal, and mechanical designs within tight constraints.

The BEO applies spatial and bandpass filters to the
return pulses collected by the receiving telescope to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The FPA is equipped with
an APD sensor module that receives the light emitted from
the BEO and outputs an analog electrical signal to the
AEM. The FPA is also equipped with two optical fibers
(for redundancy). The start pulses sent through these fibers
are similarly converted into analog electrical signals and
output to the AEM. The primary function of the AEM is
to receive the analog signal output from the APD sensor
module and convert it into digital signals. The AEM also
controls the APD sensor module. Besides the German
team, GALA-J has also developed software to simulate
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the performance of the entire GALA system (performance
model. See also Section 3.2.7).

In July 2020, the Proto-Flight Models (PFMs) of BEO,
FPA, and AEM were delivered from Japan to Germany.
This paper will provide an overview of JUICE and GALA,
their scientific objectives, and instrumentation, emphasiz-
ing the parts for which Japan is responsible.

2. Scientific objectives

Observations by GALA, particularly those of Gany-
mede from a polar orbit, can cover the entire moon with
high precision and high sampling density. Furthermore,
nine-month observations from the polar orbit allow us to
observe with a ground track interval of approximately
8 km on the equator and less than 0.7 km near the poles
above 85 latitude. This will provide new insights into icy
moons. An overview of the scientific objectives of GALA
is given below (see Hussmann et al., 2019; Kimura et al.,
2019 for further details).
Fig. 4. Typical geology of Ganymede. Top left: Groove (Uruk Sulcus) in Brig
left: Impact crater (Achelous crater) with a diameter of 40 km. Bottom right:
progressed (Memphis Facula) with a diameter of 360 km. Red lines in the top
altitude of 500 km. The GALA’s trajectory-spacing varies with latitude (e.g.,
(bottom right)). Because there are too many trajectories to display, they are om
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this a
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2.1. Ice tectonics based on topographic data

Icy moons, such as Ganymede, have an icy surface and a
structure with various spatial scales that are very different
from rocky bodies such as Earth (Figs. 2 and 4). Therefore,
detailed measurements of the topography are essential to
understand the evolution of icy bodies. However, topo-
graphic data to date have been inferior in terms of mea-
surement range, precision, and sampling density.
Therefore, observations with GALA will substantially
improve this situation (Table 1). The scientific objectives
related to ice tectonics based on the GALA topographic
data are described below.
2.1.1. Ganymede

Ganymede’s surface geology can be divided into three
categories: regions with relatively high albedo dominated
by channel-shaped structures (Bright Terrain), regions sat-
urated with impact craters with relatively low albedo (Dark
ht Terrain. Top right: Fossae (Lakhmu Fossae) in Dark Terrain. Bottom
Old impact feature whose topography has disappeared as the relaxation
left: Approximate distribution of GALA laser spots on a polar orbit at an
�11 km (top left), 7.6 km (top right), 5.5 km (bottom left) and 11.4 km
itted except for the top left corner. (For interpretation of the references to
rticle.)



Fig. 5. Conceptual diagram of surface deformation, phase lag, and
longitudinal libration. The relative size and distance between Jupiter,
Ganymede, and its orbit are not to scale, but the physical quantities are
emphasized.
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Terrain), and structures formed by the impact of celestial
bodies (impact structures).

(1) Bright Terrain

These regions with relatively higher albedo (a bolomet-
ric albedo of around 0.5–0.6 (de Kleer et al., 2021)) are
characterized by a channel-shaped topography, termed
Grooves (groups of Grooves are termed Sulcus). Bright
Terrain makes up around 2/3 of Ganymede’s surface
(Fig. 4). These regions commonly consist of closely spaced,
parallel to sub-parallel grooves. Each groove has a topo-
graphic wavelength of the order of 1 km and a height of
several tens to hundred meters. Some major grooves are
as long as several thousand kilometers.

Since the grooves have a fracturing morphology of pre-
existing old terrains, they are interpreted as groups of nor-
mal faults produced by surface tensile stress. OnEarth, stress
generation and subsequent tectonic activity are character-
ized by the formation, movement, and subduction of tec-
tonic plates. In contrast, no such structures and activities
have been found on Ganymede. On the icy surface, global
expansion due to changes in internal temperature, phase
changes in water, and upwelling plumes due to solid-state
convection of ice have been proposed as the sources of stress
(Showman and Malhotra, 1997; Bland and Showman,
2007).

GALA will perform global measurements of Ganymede
with high spatial resolution and high accuracy. Based on
these data, the thickness of the elastic lithosphere and the
total global expansion can be evaluated through the quan-
titative morphological analysis of the grooves. We can also
estimate the volumetric expansion required for Bright Ter-
rain formation, i.e., the internal temperature change or
2288
solidification of the subsurface ocean can also be inferred,
providing important information for constraining the
internal thermal history. Furthermore, by identifying small
impact craters in combination with high-resolution images
acquired by the visible camera (JANUS, Jovis, Amorum ac
Natorum Undique Scrutator), the surface geological age
can be more accurately determined. By combining morpho-
logical, stratigraphic, and age data for each terrain, our
understanding of the Ganymede ice tectonics will be
greatly enhanced.

(2) Dark Terrain

Regions with relatively low albedo (mean albedo at
1 lm is about 0.25) are saturated by impact craters and
are presumed to be very old (at least 4 Gyr) (Zahnle
et al., 2003). Thus, Dark Terrain makes up about one-
third of Ganymede’s surface. In addition, the trough-like
features called Furrows (regions dominated by multiple
Furrows are called Fossae), which appear to overlap with
existing impact craters, have a similar morphology to
Grooves. Although the formation process for Fossae is
unclear, they are related to multiple ring structures formed
by colossal impact events because the distribution of Fur-
rows appears to be concentric circles (Hirata et al., 2020).
Furthermore, the internal volume changes that formed
grooves in the Bright Terrain could also create structures
in Dark Terrain. Thus, they might have been mixed with
Furrows that were formed by impact events. To clarify
the origin of Furrows, the formation process of Dark Ter-
rain must be elucidated by combining the Furrow topo-
graphic data obtained by GALA, geological age
estimation by analyzing the size and frequency distribution
of impact craters using high-resolution images taken by vis-
ible cameras, and the compositional analysis of Dark Ter-
rains using near-infrared spectroscopy.

(3) Impact Structures

The morphology of impact craters on Ganymede varies
as the size increases and the shape changes from simple
bowl-like, flat-bottomed, central-peak, central-pit, or dome
types to complex/multi-ring structures. Similar trends are
also observed on Callisto and Europa. However, the num-
ber of craters differs between these moons, being less on
Europa and more on Callisto. Moreover, the ratio of depth
to diameter in large craters is small, indicating that such
craters have a shallow floor (Schenk, 2002).

Such trends for the size and depth of craters depend on
the amount of viscous relaxation and associated long-term
morphological changes. In general, larger craters relax
more rapidly than small craters because of isostatic adjust-
ments. The degree of viscous relaxation is determined by
the thickness of the lithosphere, which is controlled by
the heat flow from the interior. Accordingly, the degree
of relaxation for craters (especially larger ones) is an essen-
tial clue for constraining the interior thermal evolution.
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Furthermore, as viscous relaxation proceeds, changes in
the stress field may cause the formation of faults. The for-
mation of faults within craters (concentric multi-ring or
radial linear features) is also controlled by the thickness
of the lithosphere.

The combination of high-resolution images and topo-
graphic information obtained by GALA is essential to
investigate crater relaxation. In addition, the accurate
determination of the ratio of depth to diameter for small
craters, which are almost unrelaxed, is important for esti-
mating the relaxation degree of large craters.

2.1.2. Europa and Callisto

The JUICE spacecraft plans to fly by Europa twice.
During each flyby, GALA will perform altimetry when
the spacecraft altitude is 1300 km or less. Although Euro-
pa’s surface has a wide variety of geological structures sim-
ilar to Ganymede, its age is estimated to be considerably
younger than that of Ganymede (typically about 40 Myr)
(Zahnle et al., 2003). Its surface geology can be divided into
three categories: first, linear structures called Lineaments;
second, locally fractured terrain, called Mottled Terrain;
and third, impact structures.

For Callisto, the JUICE spacecraft will perform 10 fly-
bys or more. During each flyby, GALA will carry out
altimetry when the spacecraft altitude is 1000 km or less.
Impact structures globally dominate Callisto’s surface,
and the geological age is estimated to be more than 4
Gyr (Zahnle et al., 2003).

The observations of Europa and Callisto by JUICE will
be limited during the flybys, and therefore the surface cov-
erage will significantly be reduced compared to the global
observation of Ganymede. However, the GALA measure-
ments and associated investigations using other instru-
ments onboard the JUICE spacecraft will substantially
improve our current understanding of Europa and Callisto.

2.2. Subsurface probed by tidal response measurements

As in the Earth-Moon system (Araki et al., 2009), tides
caused by gravitational interactions between Jupiter and its
moons induce periodic variations in the shape and motion
of the planet and its moons (Fig. 5). The amount of tidal
response depends on the composition and internal struc-
ture of the moon. Theoretical calculations predict that
the tidal response differs significantly depending on the
presence or absence of subsurface oceans (Kamata et al.,
2016). Continuous altimetry for monitoring the overall
shape of the moon and the periodic time-variability of
the various anomalies of the moon’s orbit around Jupiter
can measure surface displacements (radial variation) and
rotational changes (libration, which is the horizontal shift
of the surface) due to tides.

2.2.1. Surface displacements
Although previous observations have suggested the exis-

tence of subsurface oceans in the icy moons of Jupiter, no
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specific evidence or detailed understanding of the ocean has
been established (Schubert et al., 2004; Saur et al., 2015).
Therefore, GALA will attempt to confirm the presence or
absence of such oceans and determine their characteristics
using altimetry for the first time.

The amplitude of surface deformation due to tides is
theoretically predicted to be different in the case of a liquid
ocean and in the case where the entire H2O layer is solid
and mechanically attached to a deep rock layer (Kamata
et al., 2016). In the presence of a subsurface ocean, the dis-
placement Love number (h2) is in the range 1.0 to 1.7, and
the phase lag (the angle between the perijove and the orbi-
tal position where the displacement is maximum, see also
Fig. 5) is 10� or less. On the other hand, when there is no
ocean, h2 ranges from 0.1 to 1.6, and the phase lag can
be as much as 60� (Kamata et al., 2016). The current
GALA performance model estimates the relative accuracy
of h2 to be about 2% (Steingrugge et al., 2015).

Uncertainties in the estimation of tidal Love number are
mainly due to the unclear thickness, viscosity, and rigidity
of the ice shell. For example, if the viscosity of the high-
pressure ice layer is low, h2 is enlarged even in the absence
of a subsurface ocean. This means that the presence or
absence of a subsurface ocean cannot be determined only
by the displacement Love number. Therefore, measuring
phase lags and tidal amplitudes is critical for inferring the
presence or absence of a subsurface ocean in Ganymede.

2.2.2. Rotational change

Ganymede is in a synchronous rotational state, and its
orbital period is the same as the spin period on average.
Europa and Callisto also rotate in the same way. Although
the moon orbits with the same face to Jupiter, the tidal tor-
que from Jupiter changes its spin rate (forced libration, See
also Fig. 5). In general, the magnitude of forced libration
depends on the internal structure. For example, Gany-
mede’s forced libration is estimated to be about 6.5 to
9 m at its equator, depending on the presence or absence
of a subsurface ocean (Steinbrügge et al., 2015; 2019).
The measurement accuracy of libration is estimated to be
6.6–17.4 m using JUICE–GALA (Steinbrügge et al.,
2019) or 2 mrad (�5.2 m) using JUICE-3GM (Gravity &
Geophysics of Jupiter and Galilean Moons) (Cappuccio
et al., 2020) at the equator which can constrain the thick-
ness of an elastic ice shell with an accuracy of 24–63 km
(Steinbrügge et al., 2019). Therefore, it may be possible
to determine the presence of a subsurface ocean only from
librational measurements. GALA measurements alone are
insufficient to determine the magnitude of libration, but
combined with measurements of the tidal displacement
Love number h2, they can provide valuable constraints
on the outer ice shell.

Moreover, information on the rotational state will be a
prerequisite for determining Ganymede’s body-fixed frame
and consequently accurate mapping of its surface. It will
provide fundamental information for geodetic measure-
ments with the radio science experiments (3GM) and the
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altimetry that is accurate for the forced libration of 2 lrad
(�5.2 m) (Cappuccio et al., 2020) at the equator. There-
fore, it will be possible to determine the presence or absence
of a subsurface ocean only from librational measurements.

2.3. Small-Scale roughness and albedo

Information on the surface condition can be obtained
from the broadening and intensity of return pulses relative
to the start pulses of GALA. Detail of this topic will be pre-
sented in a forthcoming paper in preparation by the GALA
team. Therefore, this section gives an overview.

2.3.1. Small-Scale surface roughness

Data provided by GALA enable us to quantitatively
investigate small-scale roughness and its dependency on
geological units and external processes such as sublimation
due to solar insolation and plasma sputtering. For Gany-
mede, the latitudinal and longitudinal distributions of
small-scale roughness will also be measured throughout
the global observation. This study aims to understand the
fundamental topographical changes caused by external fac-
tors and their timescales (space weathering rate).

2.3.2. Surface albedo

The average albedo of icy Galilean moons is highest on
Europa, followed by Ganymede, and lowest on Callisto.
Albedo varies by geological unit, with older units having
lower albedo. Furthermore, there are significant differences
in albedo between the leading and trailing hemispheres
because of sputtering by high-energy particles within the
Jovian magnetosphere. In Ganymede, the albedo at 1.0
mm is about 0.52 and 0.44 for leading and trailing hemi-
spheres, respectively (Calvin et al., 1995). In addition,
Ganymede has an intrinsic magnetic field created by
dynamo motion in the metallic core and bright features
in the polar regions referred to as ‘‘polar caps.” Sputtered
ice by plasma is considered to migrate to locally colder
areas in the polar region (Khurana et al., 2007). The global
albedo measurement with GALA at a laser wavelength of
1064 nm is independent in an insolation condition and pro-
vides zero-phase reflectance data. This will help us under-
stand the origin of albedo contrast owing to the radiation
and ultraviolet light. The forthcoming manuscript will
address the reflectance precision of GALA and its depen-
dency on small-scale surface roughness.

2.4. Synergy with other instruments

Image data obtained from the JANUS (Jovis, Amorum
ac Natorum Undique Scrutator) visible light camera puts
the GALA measurements into a geological context. It
can be combined with altimeter data to detect rotational
changes more accurately. Since tidal deformation also pro-
duces temporal changes in the gravity field, the measure-
ments of tidal potential by radio science experiments
(3GM, Gravity & Geophysics of Jupiter and Galilean
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Moons) and the altimetry of GALA provide detailed con-
straints on the Love numbers. Investigating near-surface
mass distribution anomalies through gravitational mea-
surements by 3GM and subsurface structure by radar
instruments, RIME (Radar for Icy Moons Exploration),
which will penetrate the ice layer, will contribute to under-
standing the ice shell structure and its tectonic activity,
combining the laser altimetry of surface topography. Visi-
ble and infrared imaging spectrometers, MAJIS (Moons
and Jupiter Imaging Spectrometer), ultraviolet spectro-
graph, UVS, and the sub-millimeter wave instrument
obtain information related to the surface and atmospheric
composition at various wavelengths. In addition, the mag-
netometer J-MAG (JUICE magnetometer) monitors the
electromagnetic induction of the moon due to variations
in the magnetic field of Jupiter. J-MAG will obtain infor-
mation about the size and composition (electrical conduc-
tivity) of the subsurface ocean, with supporting
observations from the non-thermal neutral particle detec-
tor, particle environment package (PEP), and radio and
plasma wave investigation (RPWI).

It will also be important to coordinate with ground-
based telescopes and other space probes. Such a compre-
hensive approach will advance the perspective of planetary
science and astrobiology. We believe that the information
provided by GALA and JUICE will be an important mile-
stone in the study of extrasolar planetary systems, icy bod-
ies, astrobiology, and in the elucidation of the overall
picture of planetary systems in the universe.

3. Instruments

3.1. GALA functions and components

GALA’s functions and specifications are outlined in Sec-
tion 1. The GALA hardware consists of multiple modules as
shown in Fig. 3. Definition of abbreviations for name of the
modules are described in its caption. The functions of each
module are described below in the order of the signal flow
(See Hussmann et al. (2019) for further details).

� LHM・LEU: Generates start pulses.

� Emitter Telescope: Collimate the laser beam to irradiate
the surface of a celestial body, such as Ganymede, with
generated laser pulses.

� Receiver Telescope: Receives and concentrates the
return pulses reflected from the surface of the celestial
body being observed and feeds it to the BEO.

� BEO: Performs spatial filtering using a pinhole and
wavelength filtering using a bandpass filter so that
return signals can be received with a high SNR.

� FPA: Houses the APD sensor module. The return pulse
emitted from the BEO is converted from an optical sig-
nal into an analog electrical signal using the APD detec-
tor. Two optical fibers (for redundancy) feed a small
fraction of the start pulse into the FPA.
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� AEM: Controls the APD sensor module and converts
the analog electrical signal output from the FPA into
digitized pulse waveform.

� RFM: Receives the digital signal output from the AEM
and determines the time lag between the start and return
pulses and the waveform and intensity of the return
pulse.

� DPM: Controls the instruments and serves as the inter-
face with the spacecraft.

� PCM: Supplies power to GALA at various voltages.

3.2. Developments in Japan

GALA-J is responsible for the three modules BEO, FPA
(including the APD sensor module), and AEM in the inter-
national hardware development process (Fig. 3). Further-
more, a performance model (software) has been
developed by the GALA-J team to verify the requirements
and assess the resulting quality of the GALA
measurements.

3.2.1. Requirements for development in GALA-J

In the entire GALA project, requirements for the devel-
opment of instruments were defined to realize the perfor-
mance of GALA (Table 1). Using a performance model
(Section 3.2.7), GALA-J determined detailed requirements
in developing the BEO, FAP, and AEM to satisfy the over-
all instrument requirements. Major requirements for devel-
oping GALA-J are summarized in Table 2, together with
achieved performance.

3.2.2. Model Philosophy: Developed models (Hardware)

and their objectives

In developing space instruments, multiple hardware
models are generally fabricated at different stages for vari-
ous purposes. Table 3 summarizes the BEO, FPA, and
AEM models developed by GALA-J, their aims (model
philosophy), and the final delivery destination. The simula-
tors shown in Table 3 are hardware models developed to be
exchanged among international partners to ensure inter-
face consistency and usage in verification experiments.

3.2.3. BEO

The BEO is a module used to filter and focus the optical
signals collected by the receiving telescope. The function of
the BEO is to perform spatial and wavelength filtering to
detect return pulses with a sufficiently high SNR. The opti-
cal design and the mechanical design of the BEO are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively (see also Enya et al., 2018).

The entrance aperture of the BEO is a pinhole with a
diameter of 700 lm. The mechanical interface between the
German-made side (the receiving telescope side) and the
BEO was set so that the pinhole aperture was located at
the focal point of the receiving telescope. This pinhole per-
forms the role of spatial filtering. The required f-number of
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the light after passing through the pinhole is 4.5. The first
lens collimates return pulses entering the BEO through the
pinhole to performhigh-precisionwavelength filtering, pass-
ing through a bandpass filter. Then, the image is recon-
structed by the second lens (Figs. 6 and 7).

The number of lenses (made of quartz) was minimized
to two and both sides of each lens were treated with an
anti-reflection coating to realize the required efficiency of
the optical system. The alignment tolerance between the
BEO and FPA is secured by designing an optical system
as a reduction lens (magnification 0.52). A retaining struc-
ture that does not use adhesive and a matching special lens
shape were designed and fabricated to implement this opti-
cal system within the design constraints (Figs. 6 and 7). The
implemented anti-reflective coating has a reflectivity of
0.05 % or less (the requirement was 0.5 % or less) per
surface, which is sufficiently low (Table 2).

The encircled energy was experimentally measured from
images of the BEO pinhole aperture, as shown in Fig. 8.
The size of the pinhole aperture (i.e., hardware aperture)
was fixed throughout this experiment. In the analysis of
each obtained image, the encircled energy (the energy con-
tained in a circle on the image) was evaluated as a function
of the diameter on the image. As a result, it was confirmed
that the plots of experimental data before and after the
vibration tests were in good agreement with the design
values.

As shown in Fig. 9 and Table 2, the bandpass filter
achieved a good transmissivity of 96 % on average (the
required value was 90 %) through the entire required trans-
mission wavelength range (1064.53 ± 1.5 nm). The trans-
mission curve of the bandpass filter was designed to
cover this required transmission wavelength range with a
margin. As a result, the manufactured bandpass filter
achieved high transmissivity in the 4 nm bandwidth as
designed. The measured optical density (OD) of the band-
pass filter was more than six (the requirement was five) in
the blocked wavelength range with the lower and upper
wavelength limits of 300 and 1200 nm, respectively
(Fig. 9 and Table 2).

The BEO housing was designed to act as a radiation
shield. Its shape and thickness were determined to satisfy
the radiation shielding requirements of the internal optical
devices. The BEO housing also serves as a high-precision
mechanical interface with the German-made telescope. In
order to realize these properties, the BEO housing was
designed and fabricated as a machined part from a single
piece of material by high-precision machining using stain-
less steel (SUS316) as the base metal. Passivation treatment
was applied to the surface of the BEO housing. Further-
more, part of the external surface of the BEO housing
was coated with gold to consider the thermal radiation
properties (Fig. 7). In the BEO, a path was created to allow
the air in the space inside the housing to escape during
launch. This path was designed to go through multiple
bends before exiting to prevent the ingress of stray light.



Table 2
Major requirements for the development of GALA-J for the BEO, FPA, and AEM.

Module Parameter Requirements Achievements

BEO Lens surface reflectivity < 0.5%/surface(1 < 0.05%/surface

Focusing quality Encircled energy > 99% �100%
Transmissivity of the bandpass filter at its pass
band

> 90% (average)
at k = kc ± 1.5 nm(2

> 95%

Blocking of the bandpass filter OD > 5 at
300 < k < (kc � 4.5) nm,
(kc + 4.5) < k < 1200 nm
OD > 2 at
(kc � 4.5) < k < (kc – 3.2) nm,
(kc + 3.2) < k < (kc + 4.5) nm

OD > 6

OD > 2

FPA Responsivity of APD sensor > 700 kV/W 750 kV/W @ 1060 nm
Module bandwidth > 90 MHz > 100 MHz
Noise floor level at the TIA output < 40 fW/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

in NEP for an entire bandwidth of
100 MHz

27 fW/
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

in NEP
for an eintire bandwidth of
100 MHz

AEM Noise floor level at the input to the ADC(3 < 40 fW/
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

in NEP 39 fW/
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

in NEP
ADC sampling rate = 200 Msamples/s 200 Msamples/s
ADC dynamic range 12 bits 12bits
Cut-off frequency for analog signal line for �3
dB gain

5 100 kHz and = 100 MHz Lower limit: 50 kHz
Upper limit: 100 MHz

Assembly Temperature (T)(4 BEO + FPA
�35 �C < T<+85 �C (Non-operational)
�25 �C < T<+50 �C (Operational)
AEM
�35 �C < T<+65 �C (Non-operational)
�5�C < T<+45 �C (Operational)

Qualified by environmental tests

Mass 5 351 g for BEO + FPA
5 474 g for AEM

328.9 g
407.9 g

Power 5 9.7 W
TEC in operation(5

FPA + AEM
AEM only
FPA only
TEC not in operation
FPA + AEM
AEM only
FPA only

8.79 W
8.46 W
0.33 W

6.69 W
6.40 W
0.18 W

1) It means totally < 2% for two lens optics with four surfaces.
2) k is the wavelength, and kc = 1064.53 nm. For achieved performances of the bandpass filter, see also Fig. 9.3) Analog-to-Digital Converter.4)

Acceptance level (See also Table 5).
5) Power when the APD temperature is controlled to 25 �C, and the APD case is 50 �C.
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In the BEO design cycle, a tolerance (allowance error)
analysis was carried out considering factors such as the
manufacturing precision, the alignment precision, thermal
expansion of all parts, and the temperature dependence
of the refractive index. The results of the tolerance analysis
were fed back into the design. As a result, alignment and
retention of the internal parts of the BEO, such as lenses,
bandpass filters, spacers, and springs, are ensured only by
assembling them using screws (no need for adhesives or
internal fine optical adjustments). The BEO housing was
slightly oversized for the diameter of all lenses, bandpass
filters, spacers, and springs. This diameter margin and the
packing method using the springs in the BEO release stress
caused by thermal expansion (or contraction) of the BEO
housing and internal parts. In addition, temperature varia-
tion causes shifting in the focus position. However, as
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shown in Fig. 6, this shift is negligible, and the BEO optics
is designed to absorb the effect of the shift by the alignment
margin defined on the detector surface (see Fig. 6).

On the other hand, for the alignment of BEO and FPA,
we thought mechanical adjustment was necessary based on
the tolerance analysis results. In particular, it was needed
to achieve fine alignments in the XY-direction by measur-
ing the optical performance for in-plane shifting in the
XY-direction (the optical axis was taken as the Z-
direction). Hence, a degree of freedom was created for
mechanical adjustment between the BEO and FPA
(Fig. 7). The XY-adjustment was executed so that the cen-
ter of the APD detector inside the FPA is on the optical
axis of the BEO with a sufficiently high precision of
± 25 lm. Furthermore, since the image of the pinhole of
the BEO needed to be formed on the APD detector of



Table 3
Models (hardware) developed by GALA-J and their purposes1).

Module Model Purpose Usage location /
organization

BEO
and
FPA

STM1 Structure and Thermal Model-1.
Prototyping of mechanical interface and surface treatment for structural and thermal
testing.

Japan

STM2 Structural and Thermal Model-2. DLR ? ESA
S05 STM simulator (for testing by international partners) DLR ?HDT*
EM1-1 Engineering Model-1–1.

Electrical model of detector peripherals
DLR ? ESA

BEO
standalone
model**

Prototyping of fabrication, verification, and environmental testing of the optical system Japan

EM1-2 Engineering Model-1–2.
Verification of thermal design of detector peripherals

Japan

EM1-3 Engineering Model-1–3.
A model with the same design as PFM.
Improve surface treatments.
Establish design and procedures for manufacturing and assembling PFM.
Establish testing methods and testing equipment, advance verification of function, and
performance feasibility for PFM

Japan (loaned to DLR,
HDT later)

PFM Proto-Flight Model DLR ? ESA
FS Flight Spare DLR ? ESA

AEM BBM Feasibility demonstration using commercially available parts Japan
STM Structural and Thermal Models. DLR ? ESA
AEM SIM Simulator (for testing by international partners) DLR ?University of Bern
EM1-1 Engineering Model-1–1.

For system tests
DLR ? ESA

EM1-2 Engineering Model-1–2.
For confirming interface with RFM

Japan

EM1-3 Engineering Model-1–3.
For confirming interface with RFM and verifying design

Japan

PFM Proto-Flight Model DLR ? ESA
FS Flight Spare DLR ? ESA

*Hensoldt Optronics (Germany): Main contractor company for GALA in Germany.
** This model is for the BEO only and does not include the FPA.
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the FPA, the alignment in the Z-direction (distance
between the BEO and the FPA) needed to be adjusted sep-
arately from the receiving telescope. However, its required
accuracy was not high. Therefore, the use of spacers was
enough to fix the distance between the BEO and the
FPA. The tolerance analysis confirmed that the adjustment
of tip and tilt between the BEO and the FPA was not nec-
essary. In addition, measures against stray light were taken
between the BEO and FPA, in which the stray light path
was designed to go through multiple bends before reaching
the outside.

Qualification tests were conducted on the lenses and
bandpass filter in terms of radiation, temperature, and
humidity. In addition, radiation analysis was carried out
(see Section 3.2.6), and the analysis results were fed back
into the design. Based on these results, the design cycle
was iterated so that the BEO housing and internal structure
also fulfilled a radiation shielding function, and the shield-
ing requirements were completely satisfied.

All functions and performance values were experimen-
tally verified by developing EM1-3 with the same design
as the PFM (Table 3). Then, based on EM1-3 and previous
models, the PFM was developed and tested with full con-
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sideration of product and quality assurance. Fig. 10 shows
an image of the external appearance of the fabricated BEO
+ FPA Flight Model (PFM). The mass of the manufac-
tured BEO and FPA was 328.9 g and included the optical
fibers, thermal straps, and electric harnesses (measured at
the configuration shown in Fig. 7 and the top panel of
Fig. 10).

3.2.4. FPA

The FPA is a module that contains the APD sensor
module, including the APD sensor and its peripheral
devices (Fig. 7). The primary role of the FPA is to receive
the optical signal (return pulse and part of the start pulse)
and convert them into an electrical signal.

The return pulses are fed into the FPA via the receiving
telescope and BEO and are incident on the APD sensor.
The FPA also has two optical fibers for introducing a small
fraction of the photons of the start pulse. The two fibers
were used to ensure redundancy. The fiber used was Rad-
Hard 62.5/125 micron Multimode Fiber (MIL-PRF-
49291/6) made by DRAKA. Its core diameter, cladding
diameter, and numerical aperture are 62.5 lm, 125 lm,
and 0.275, respectively.



Fig. 6. BEO optical design. The upper part shows the design of the lens optics, and the lower part shows the imaging properties.
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The photons fed into the FPA through the optical fiber
pass through a small ball lens to reduce the beam diffusion
angle. They are reflected from two small metal mirrors and
reach the APD sensor (Fig. 11). Installing a regular mirror
inside the FPA was difficult due to space limitations.
Accordingly, the mirror was designed to be part of an inter-
nally fitted structural component. Hence, a reflective path
was created by polishing and coating a small part of the
structural component with gold. This system enabled us
to detect the time lag and intensity ratio for the return
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pulse relative to the start pulse and the pulse width broad-
ening by the same detector. The output signal from the
APD sensor is amplified by a trans-impedance amplifier
(TIA) with a bandwidth of 100 MHz in the APD sensor
module and output to the AEM.

The APD sensor module in GALA was developed based
on a commercially available product by Excelitas Tech-
nologies Corp., LLAM-1060-R8BH. In order to satisfy
the performance required by the GALA team and meet
environmental tolerance as needed for the JUICE mission,



Fig. 7. External (top) and cross-section (bottom) views of the BEO and FPA.

Fig. 8. Experimentally measured encircled energy obtained from the
images of the pinhole aperture of the BEO.

Fig. 9. Experimentally measured transmittance of the bandpass filter.
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Excelitas Technologies Corp. redesigned the APD module
and accomplished the campaign of qualification tests of
it. Although the APD sensor used is a commercial product,
it was carefully selected from a controlled manufacturing
lot dedicated to GALA development to meet the required
specifications shown in Table 2. In addition, the TIA built
into the APD module as a pre-amplifier was designed and
2295



Fig. 10. The external appearance of BEO + FPA FM.

Fig. 11. Top left: Fiber head module with a fiber and support structure.
Top right: SUS316 PFM components, of which small flat surfaces are used
as mirrors in the FPA. The mirror surfaces were polished and coated with
gold. Bottom: Optical paths for introducing a small fraction of the
photons of the start pulse to the APD sensor viewing from the backside of
the FPA. Only selected parts of the FPA are shown. The APD sensor
module is schematic.
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manufactured to meet the bandwidth, gain, and noise level
requirements.

This APD sensor (C30954E, Si APD) made by Excelitas
Technologies Corp. is known to have high detection effi-
ciency at the fundamental wavelength of YAG lasers
(1064.5 nm), as described by Laforce (2009). Moreover, it
has a successful track record in many previous space mis-
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sions. For example, This sensor was also used in the LALT
onboard the Kaguya mission (Araki et al., 2009) and the
LIDAR onboard the Hayabusa 2 mission (Mizuno et al.,
2016).

Although the APD sensor can amplify small optical sig-
nals by the avalanche effect inside the sensor, it has been
known that the amplification ratio and noise level are
highly temperature-dependent. Therefore, the APD sensor
in GALA is packaged in a compact module housing (diam-
eter around 1 in.) with a pre-amplifier, a Peltier device for
APD temperature control, and a temperature sensor
mounted on a single circuit board as a hybrid IC
(Fig. 7). This contributes to preventing external noise con-
tamination, highly accurate temperature control, and over-
all compactness of the FPA and GALA.

In developing the APD sensor module, a serious prob-
lem was performance degradation due to high-intensity
electron beams in the Jovian magnetosphere. Therefore,
an electron beam irradiation test was executed at ONERA,
French Aerospace Lab, to investigate the radiation toler-
ance of the APD sensor. Proton irradiation test was also
carried out at the radiation laboratory in the National
Institute for Quantum and Radiological Science and Tech-
nology in Japan and the cobalt irradiation facility at Tokyo
Institute of Technology, Japan.

We conducted GEANT4 (Geometry and Tracking code,
version 4, in Agostinelli et al., 2003; Allison et al., 2006;
Allison et al., 2016) numerical simulations assuming the
JUICE environment (JUICE team, 2017), the detailed
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structure of the spacecraft, and GALA’s modules in the
vicinity of APD. Based on these simulations, the rate of
energetic electrons passing through the sensors is estimated
to be 1.94 � 10–1 electrons/s in the Ganymede orbit. There-
fore, when energetic electrons pass through the APD sen-
sor, the signal output from the APD sensor may be
falsely detected as a received signal. In order to evaluate
the aliasing induced by energetic electron beams, we con-
ducted electron beam irradiation tests using the LINAC
accelerator at Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute
(now the Institute for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear
Science, Kyoto University, Japan). As a result, it was
found that the APD signal caused by the passage of the
electron beam is a very short pulse of a few ns width,
and the risk of it being falsely detected as the received sig-
nal from Ganymede is very low. Such a short pulse could
be falsely recognized as a start pulse if judged by the pulse
shape alone. However, the start pulse is always synchro-
nized with the timing signal of the laser excitation. There-
fore, the asynchronous pulse signal can be easily
identified as a false signal. Furthermore, we believe that
the possibility of noise excited by multiple electron beam
simultaneously is very low.

Qualification tests of the optical fiber in terms of radia-
tion, temperature, and humidity, were conducted in Japan.
A radiation analysis was carried out (see Section 3.2.6), and
the analysis results were compared with the test results
described above, which was fed back into the design. Based
on these results, the design cycle was iterated so that the
FPA housing and internal structure had a radiation shield-
ing function, and the shielding requirements were com-
pletely satisfied. Similar to the BEO, the FPA housing is
made of stainless steel (SUS316). Passivation treatment
was applied to its surface. Furthermore, part of the outer
surface of the FPA housing was coated with gold in consid-
eration of the thermal radiation properties (Fig. 7).

The thermal design of FPA, which had to be consis-
tent with the structural, mechanical, and optical design
in a limited space, was a challenging issue. It was neces-
sary to make the FPA operational and storable in a sig-
nificantly changing temperature environment (see
Table 2). Internal parts of the FPA must be thermally
insulated from the FPA housing, which is thermally con-
nected to the receiving telescope. In addition, it is essen-
tial to achieve a capacity for exhaust heat to keep the
APD operational at the operating temperature (25 �C)
while maintaining the flexibility of the thermal strap.
Fig. 12 shows the thermal strap and path for exhausting
heat from the APD. The twisted wire of the thermal
strap and blocks at both ends were made of copper.
To achieve high thermal conductivity, the twisted wire
and blocks were joined by soldering. The X-ray inspec-
tion images of the thermal strap show that there are
no voids in the solder joints, and the area where the sol-
der has soaked into the twisted wire is small. The APD
module and APD base plate have adhered using STY-
CAST 2850 (0.1 mm thickness). The thermal strap and
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the APD plate are fixed by a combination of adhering
(STYCAST 2850, 0.1 mm thickness) and screwing. For
electric grounding, the APD sensor module and APD
base plate are electrically connected by conductive adhe-
sive (ABLESTIK 56CJ) at two points. The thermal strap
and APD base plate are electrically connected via screws.

These functions and performance parameters were
experimentally verified by developing EM1-3 with the same
design as the PFM (Table 3). Then, the PFM was devel-
oped and tested based on the EM1-3 and previous models,
but considering the full product and quality assurance
(Fig. 10).

3.2.5. AEM
The AEM has two major roles. The first is to drive the

APD sensor module to operate under suitable conditions
for light pulse measurements. The AEM has a high-
voltage circuit for applying a reverse bias voltage to the
APD sensor, which is controllable in the range of 300 V
to 400 V in 1-V steps to obtain the best responsivity of
the APD sensor. The AEM also has a thermal control cir-
cuit for driving a Peltier device to control the temperature
of the APD sensor to stabilize the signal gain since it is
strongly temperature-dependent.

The second role of the AEM is to convert the analog sig-
nal that the APD sensor outputs via the TIA (continuously
varying in a bandwidth of 100 MHz) into digital data using
an ADC circuit and send it to the RFM in real time. To
ensure that the output signal of the APD module does
not degrade, we implemented an analog signal line with a
gain control amplifier and differential conversion circuit
from one, which leads the APD output signal to the
ADC circuit. As a result, the noise level of the input signal
of the ADC was 39 fw/

p
Hz at NEP, and the noise at the

APD output signal was 27 fw/
p
Hz at NEP, meeting the

requirements shown in Table 2. The requirements were also
met for the gain flatness of ± 0.5 dB in the entire band-
width from 100 kHz to 100 MHz and the gain of – 3 dB
at 100 MHz relative to 400 kHz. The ADC circuit uses
two 100-Msps ADCs and samples the waveform of the
APD sensor signal at 200 Msps with 12-bit resolution using
a time-interleaved method in which the sampling timing of
each ADC is shifted by 180�.

Fig. 13 shows the functional block diagram of the AEM:
the outputs of the two ADCs (ADC0 and ADC1) are trans-
mitted to the RFM via J2 and J3 connectors synchronously
as 24-bit data with a 100 MHz clock frequency. Fig. 14
shows the appearance of the AEM, which is a circuit board
attached to flat cables. The AEM is built into a structure
that serves as an optical bench for the receiving telescope
in the entire GALA.

In order to implement the above functions, the AEM
receives a ± 7 V DC power supply from the PCM via the
RFM. The AEM also receives commands from the DPM
via the RFM and sends control and housekeeping data
back to the RFM to monitor the status of the above
functions.



Fig. 12. Top left: The thermal strap of the PFM. Top right: An X-ray image showing the PFM thermal strap. No void was found in the solder joint part,
and the area soaked with solder is small. Bottom: The thermal path from the APD sensor module to the thermal strap. Only selected parts of the FPA are
shown. The APD sensor module is schematic.
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3.2.6. Radiation analysis

The JUICE spacecraft is expected to be exposed to a sev-
ere radiation environment in the Jovian magnetosphere,
where electrons and protons are magnetically trapped, and
the solar and galactic protons are magnetically shielded.
This is a unique radiation environment, where the flux of
electrons is larger than the flux of protons. Therefore, the
onboard instruments must have appropriate radiation
shielding based on the environmental radiation conditions
specified for the JUICE mission (JUICE team, 2017). On
the other hand, the modules that GALA-J is in charge of
developing (BEO/FPA/AEM) have limitations in terms of
acceptable size and mass. Hence, it was necessary to design
the modules so that their housings and built-in components
could shield radiation. As a result, radiation analysis by
numerical simulations played an important role in designing
the structure of the modules and the arrangement of the
components while evaluating the radiation shielding effects.

The main components of the environmental radiation in
the Jovian magnetosphere are energetic electrons and pro-
tons trapped in a strong magnetic field. The radiation envi-
ronment in JUICE is different from that in interplanetary
space, mainly characterized by solar protons and galactic
cosmic rays. The JUICE radiation environment is predom-
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inantly composed of electrons. It has a fluence higher than
the total fluence of solar protons and traps Jovian protons
by a factor of 100, particularly at energy levels between
10 keV and 200 MeV. Consequently, these high-energy
electrons account for most of the total ionizing dose
(TID) (refer to JUICE team, 2017).

Unlike gamma rays, high-energy electrons induce dis-
placement damage (DD). Consequently, there are concerns
about the performance degradation of electronic parts such
as bipolar transistors and optoelectronic components such
as high-sensitivity photodetectors. A 1 MeV electron
induces a DD about two orders of magnitude lower than
a 1 MeV proton of the same fluence. However, electrons
can penetrate deep into shielding. For example, a 3 mm
aluminum plate can shield 25 MeV protons while only
shielding electrons up to 1 MeV (Ziegler, SRIM Software,
2013; Ester Program, 2017). Thus, they can easily reach
radiation-sensitive electronic components deep inside the
spacecraft structure.

Assuming that GALA is onboard the JUICE spacecraft,
radiation analyses of BEO, FPA, and AEM were per-
formed. The analysis software used was FASTRAD 3.7.0
(Reverse Monte Carlo). Fig. 15 shows the geometry model
used in the analysis. In this model, the outer structures of



Fig. 13. Functional block diagram of the AEM. The following are expansions of the abbreviations used in the diagrams; ADC: Analog-to-Digital
Converter, CMD: Command, DAC: Digital-to-Analog Converter, EMI: Electromagnetic Interference filter, FPGA: Field Programmable Gate Array,
HK: Housekeeping data, HV: High-Voltage supply, LVDS: Low Voltage Differential Signaling, Vmoni.HK: Voltage monitor Housekeeping data.
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the FPA and BEO (housing, bolts, etc.) were made of
SUS316. The housing of the APD sensor module of the
FPA was made of Kovar. Finally, the APD sensor (Exceli-
tas Corp., C30954E, diameter: 0.8 mm, thickness: 0.05 mm)
of the APD sensor module was fabricated to full scale by
simulation. Although the actual APD sensor module con-
tains electronic components, a Peltier device and some
leads wires, they were omitted from the model in this anal-
ysis. The only primary particles simulated as radiation
environments were electrons and protons, while electrons,
protons, and photons (gamma rays) were considered sec-
ondary radiation species.

The calculated TID of the optical components in the
BEO was 12 krad for the first lens, 9 krad for the second
lens, and 9 krad for the bandpass filter. Assuming that
the lifetime of the APD sensor module is 13.5 years and
the safety factor is 2, the calculated TID and TNID (radi-
ation absorption including DD effect) were 15 krad and
1.2 � 107 MeV/g, respectively. However, the actual radia-
tion tests using the electron beam from the ONERA
2 MeV electron accelerator showed that the TID and
TNID were 30 krad and 1.0 � 108 MeV/g, respectively.
The large difference between the estimated and tested val-
ues is because the shielding assumed in the preliminary
dose estimation before radiation testing was aluminum,
whereas the final shielding was stainless steel.

The radiation resistance of the components used in the
BEO and FPA has been confirmed by the manufacturer’s
warranty or radiation testing by GALA-J to exceed the
above doses by an appropriate margin. The analysis of
the AEM showed a large change in the dose depending
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on the position of the AEM (Fig. 15). The dose of the
AEM increased toward the edge, reaching a maximum of
155 krad. Therefore, the fixation to the case was accom-
plished at the edge of the circuit board, and radiation-
sensitive electronic components were placed in the center
where the dose was low. As a result, all components of
the AEM had radiation tolerance exceeding the environ-
mental dose with an appropriate margin. Finally, the
designs of the BEO, FPA, and AEM satisfying radiation
tolerance were obtained from the above study.
3.2.7. Performance model (Simulation software for entire

GALA)
The performance model refers to the software that sim-

ulates the performance of the entire GALA. It plays an
essential role in checking and configuring requirements in
the development, designing hardware, and evaluating test
results in the GALA project. Accordingly, in addition to
the German team, GALA-J has developed a performance
model (Araki et al., 2019) for flexible use and double-
checking in GALA-J. This was used in the instrumentation
of BEO, FPA, and AEM. An example of the use of this
performance model is also given below.

The values stipulated in the GALA performance
requirements are range accuracy and probability of false
detection in the case of Ganymede polar orbit observations
and Europa flyby observations (Table 4). GALA uses
waveform data to detect the peak time of the return pulse.
Therefore, the four range accuracy and requirements for
the probability of false detection in Table 4 can be traced
back to scientific requirements as follows. Case A: Success-



Fig. 14. The external appearance of the AEM.

Fig. 15. Top: Geometric model used for radiation analysis. Bottom:
Radiation intensity distribution in the AEM obtained through analysis.
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ful ranging during Europa flyby; Case B: Successful rang-
ing in Ganymede-centric orbit; Case C: Successful ranging
data acquisition to show the presence or absence of Gany-
mede’s internal ocean; Case D: Successful acquisition of
ranging data with higher accuracy than Case C to confirm
the presence or absence of Ganymede’s internal ocean. In
addition, the probability that the actual altimetry value
falls outside the required value of ranging accuracy must
be smaller than the probability of false detection. The
SNR threshold of the return pulse waveform required to
meet this requirement is defined as S_R (Required SNR).

First, S_R was obtained by simulating the received
waveforms of GALA for the four cases A to D shown in
Table 4. Specifically, multiple sets of simulated waveform
data of the GALA return pulse were created. Based on
the statistical variation of the peak timing, the probability
of a false detection exceeding the specified range accuracy
was determined. The waveform data of the simulated
return pulses were created by a matched filtering process
of {[standard waveform] + [normally distributed random
2300
noise]}. Next, the normally distributed random noise level
was adjusted until the obtained probability of false detec-
tion equaled the required value shown in Table 4. The
SNR of the confirmed received simulated waveform data
was then set as S_R (Table 4), where SNR = [standard
waveform peak value]2 / [normally distributed random
noise variance value] (Araki et al., 2019). The required
value of range accuracy for Case A was set to 10 m.

Moreover, in order to verify the possibility of imple-
menting S_R, the SNR calculated by considering the instru-
ment performance and observation conditions of GALA,
S_C (calculated SNR) needs to satisfy S_C > S_R (Araki
et al., 2019, Gunderson and Thomas, 2010). The perfor-
mance degradation of APD in the radiation environment
around Jupiter is important. Therefore, GALA-J experi-
mentally evaluated the radiation-induced degradation of
the APD by irradiating the APD with 2-MeV electron
and 50-MeV proton beams, simulating the circum-Jupiter
environment. The responsivity, gain (M), quantum effi-
ciency (eQE), excess noise index (x), surface dark current
(IDS), and bulk dark current (IDB) were re-evaluated by
radiation tests (Araki et al., 2019; Kobayashi et al.,
2016). By incorporating these results into the GALA per-
formance model, S_C > S_R was confirmed in all four cases
A to D (Table 4) (Araki et al., 2019; Kobayashi et al.,
2016).



Table 4
Requirements and calculated values for range accuracy.

Case Mission phase Altitude
(km)

Range accuracy
requirement
(m)

Probability of false detection
requirement

S_R S_C

A* Europa flyby observation 1300 – < 0.2 > 22 23.2
B Ganymede polar circular orbit

observation (I)
500 ± 50 < 10 < 0.2 > 22 28.8

C Ganymede polar circular orbit
observation (II)

500 ± 50 < 2 < 0.1 > 43 202

D Ganymede polar circular orbit
observation (III)

500 ± 50 < 1 < 0.1 > 122 357

* In Case A, there is no range accuracy requirement from the project.
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Currently, the flight hardware is being tested under real-
istic environmental conditions in various mission phases.
These test results will be used to update the performance
models to make them more accurate and realistic for use
after launch.
3.2.8. Assembly, Tests, and delivery

The design, fabrication, and testing of the PFMs of
BEO, FPA, and AEM (Figs. 10 and 14) were completed
based on results of the development of the various models
summarized in Table 3. First, functional tests, performance
Fig. 16. Top left: Thermal test for assembled BEO + FPA + AEM (EM1-3). T
+ FPA + AEM built into a structure for transportation and delivery to Germ
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tests, and environmental endurance tests were executed for
each PFM of BEO, FPA, and AEM. Then, the alignment
of the BEO and FPA was adjusted using an instrument
developed for this purpose. After that, the BEO, FPA,
and AEM were assembled into a structure, and the qualifi-
cation test for the entire assembly was conducted. Fig. 16
shows the thermal and vacuum tests and the vibration test.
Table 5 shows the specifications of the environmental tests
(thermal vacuum and vibration tests) for the PFM of BEO
+ FPA + AEM (acceptance level). The thermal balance
test, DC magnetic field test, and partial discharge test were
op right: vibration test for BEO + FPA (EM1-3). Bottom: PFMs for BEO
any.



Table 5
Specifications for environmental testing of PFM for BEO + FPA + AEM
(acceptance level).

Sine vibration test level

Frequency [Hz] Acceptance level
Z-Axis 5–20 9.9 mm

20–100 16 g
XY-Axis 5–20 6.6 mm

20–100 10.7 g
4 Oct/min

Random vibration level (PFM: XY-axis)

Frequenxy [Hz] PSD [g2/Hz] Slope [dB/OCT]
20 0.007 –
140 0.075 3.607
160 0.952 57.042
200 0.952 0.000
220 0.451 �23.519
300 0.451 0.000
360 0.010 �62.637
600 0.010 0.000
2000 0.0001 �7.465

Random vibration level (PFM:Z-axis)

Frequency [Hz] PSD [g2/Hz] Slope [dB/OCT]
20 0.0005 –
120 0.426 11.294
190 0.426 0.000
390 0.015 �13.950
440 0.326 76.494
600 0.326 0.000
650 0.050 �70.155
2000 0.0002 �15.094

Thermal Vacuum test

BEO + FPA Non-operational High
Non-operational Low
Operational High
Operational Low

85 �C
�35 �C
50 �C
�25 �C

AEM Non-operational High
Non-operational Low
Operational High
Operational Low

+65 �C
�35 �C
+45 �C
�5�C

Temperature
Tolerance

High: 0 �C to 3 �C
Low: 0 �C to � 3 �C

Thermal gradient 2 �C/min
Thermal stability 1 �C/hour
Number of cycles 1 cycle
Vacuum level 0.0013 Pa or less
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completed in the environmental tests for the EM1-3, and
therefore, not conducted for the PFM. After the tests were
successfully completed, the BEO, FPA, and AEM were
built into a structure for transportation and delivered to
DLR in July 2020 (Fig. 16).
4. Mission status and remarks

The BEO, FPA, and AEM developed in Japan, the
RFM developed in Switzerland, and the PCM developed
in Spain were integrated in Germany. As of October
2021, the entire GALA is being tested. The EM1-3 of
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BEO + FPA and AEM sent from Japan is also being used
for testing and adjustment. In the future, GALA-J plans to
fabricate Flight Spare (FS) models of BEO, FPA, and
AEM for the GALA project (Table 3). GALA is scheduled
to be handed over to ESA in June 2021. The system will be
installed in JUICE, and further tests will be conducted to
launch it in 2023.

The GALA-J team learned fruitful lessons from the
development of advanced laser altimeters through interna-
tional work-sharing. It was essential to clearly define the
interface, constraints, and all the requirements. On the
other hand, adjustments had to be made if some tasks
did not proceed according to the set plan. We have cleared
the issue that reviews, phase-ups, and budget acquisition
are not synchronized in Japan and Europe. In our interna-
tional project, we met other issues, such as making in-
house instrumentation and international product-and-
quality assurance consistent, responding to numerous
reviews and documentation in different laws and styles
domestically and internationally, distance between Japan
and Germany, and Covid-19. These lessons learned will
be applied to the development of the next generation of
advanced laser altimeters.
5. Summary

Almost 20 years after the Galileo spacecraft suggested
the possibility of a subsurface ocean inside Jupiter’s icy
moons, the ESA-led development of JUICE has been
underway. JUICE will be launched on an Ariane 5 rocket
from the Guiana Space Center in 2023. It will reach the
Jovian system in 2031 to perform flyby observations of
Europa and Callisto and detailed observations of Gany-
mede from its polar orbit.

The Ganymede Laser Altimeter (GALA) is one of the
scientific instruments onboard JUICE and the first laser
altimeter to observe icy bodies. The core scientific objec-
tives of GALA are as follows. (1) understanding ice tecton-
ics based on topographic data, (2) understanding
subsurface structures by measuring tidal response (includ-
ing identifying the existence and characteristics of a subsur-
face ocean), and (3) understanding small-scale surface
roughness and albedo. In addition, from the perspective
of astrobiology, the scientific study of the subsurface ocean
is of great significance.

To achieve these scientific objectives, GALA will repeat-
edly measure the distance (altitude) from orbit to the icy
moon surface with high density and high precision. These
measurements will capture topographic data, large-scale
surface displacements and rotational changes across Gany-
mede’s surface, and small-scale roughness and albedo. In
these measurements, a laser pulse (start pulse, energy:
17 mJ, wavelength: 1064 nm, pulse width: 2.9 ns, nominal
frequency: 30 Hz) will be irradiated on the icy moon sur-
face from a nominal altitude of 500 km (nominal spot size:
50 m, spot interval: 50 m), and the reflected pulse (return
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pulse) will be obtained. The distance will then be deter-
mined from the time lag between the start and return
pulses. Finally, small-scale roughness and albedo will be
analyzed from the intensity ratio of the return pulse to
the start pulse and the pulse width broadening. The accu-
racy of the altitude measurement is approximately 1 m at
points with good conditions.

The development of GALA has proceeded under the
international cooperation of Germany (lead), Japan,
Switzerland, and Spain. Within this framework, the Japa-
nese team is responsible for developing the three modules
of the receivers (BEO, FPA, and AEM). The BEO
improves the optical SNR by applying spatial and band-
pass filters to the return pulses collected by the receiving
telescope. The FPA is equipped with an APD sensor mod-
ule, which receives the light emitted from the BEO and con-
verts its output into an analog electrical signal. The FPA is
also equipped with optical fibers. A small fraction of the
start pulse is input via optical fibers, and the output is con-
verted into an analog electrical signal as well as the return
pulses. The main function of the AEM is to receive the ana-
log signal output from the APD sensor module and convert
them into a digital signal. The AEM also controls the APD
sensor module. In addition to the German team, GALA-J
has developed software to simulate the performance of the
entire GALA system (performance model). In July 2020,
the PFMs of the BEO, FPA, and AEM were delivered from
Japan to Germany.
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